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ABSTRACT

This study examines the cost of using Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management (OCRWM) Initiative I casks far transporting 62,700 MTU of spent fuel plus
associated non-fuel assembly hardware (NFAH) between reactor sites and either a monitored
retrievable storage (MRS) or a repository facility. The study further considers the benefits of
increasing the cell size of the Initiative I BWR cask baskets to accommodate the fuel plus channels
(which also would decrease the capacity of the cask to carry BWR fuel without channels) and die use
of a commercial, non-spent-fuei cask to carry compacted NFAH that could not be shipped integrafly.
Costs that are developed involve transportation charges, capital costs for casks, and canning costs of
NFAH that have been separated from the fuel The results indicate that significant cost savings are
possible if NFAH is accepted into the Federal Waste Management System (FWMS) that is either
integral with die spent fuel, or consolidated if it has been separated. Shipment of unconsolidated
NFAH is very expensive. Transportation costs for shipping to a. western repository are approximately
50 to 75% higher than the casts far shipping to an eastern MRS.

L INTRODUCTION

Prepared at the request of DOE-QCRWM (Transportation Branch), this paper provides a
comprehensive assessment of the transportation cost impacts of shipping Non-Fuel Assembly
Hardware (NFAH) in the FWMS, considering alternative waste management scenarios. The
scenarios assumed for most part the use of Initiative I casks, including the General Atomic truck



casks (the GA-4 PWR cask and the GA-9 BWR cask) and the Bafacock and Wilcox BR-100 rail cask,
that are currently being designed through the DOE/Idaho Reid Office for OCRWM. The basis for
the study was the transfer of 62,700 MTU as spent fuel to either an MRS facility or a permanent
repository.

Estimates of transportation shipping costs (including the capital costs of the cask fleet) to an
MRS or a western repository were made far each of four scenarios, identified herein as cases. Cases
1 and 2 considered shipping spent fuel only in OCRWM Initiative I casks as currently designed; their
capacities are noted in Section 5, Cask Assumptions. Because cell dimensions in the cask baskets
have been kept small in order to maximize the number of assemblies that cauld be carried in the
Initiative I casks, some NFAH (mostly BWR channels) could not be shipped integrally with its fueL
In this situation, the NFAH was assumed to fae separated from the fuel and shipped in Initiative I
casks in an uncampacted (Case 1) or a compacted (Case 2) form. Case 3 assumed Initiative I basket
ceE sizes were enlarged to permit the shipment of BWR channels integrally with the fuel, thus
decreasing the capacity of all BWR casks and also reducing the need to ship NFAH separately. Case
4 was similar to Case 2 in that all fuel that could be shipped integrally was assumed to be shipped
that way, but that which could not was assumed to be compacted and shipped in a commercial cask
designed to ship contaminated/radioactive materials, not spent fuel (thus making the shipments mare
efficient).

E. NON-FUEL ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS

The principal NFAH components that may be shipped integrally with spent fuel include
control rod assemblies, thimble plug assemblies, neutron source assemblies, burnable poison rod
assemblies, and axial power shaping rod assemblies for PWR systems. The principal non-fuel
assembly components that may be shipped integrally with BWR systems include fuel channels, control
assemblies, neutron sources and poison curtains. Most of the descriptive information on size and
weight of NFAH components can be found in Ref. 1.

m . QUANTITIES OF SPENT FUEL TO BE SHIPPED

In order to develop transportation cost data, a specific quantity of fuel and associated NFAH
was chosen. This study assumed that approximately 70,000 MTU of waste would be transferred to
the MRS, and/or the fist repository, and of that only about 62,700 MTU would be associated with
spent fuel coming from commercial U.S. reactors; the balance would be reserved for high-level waste.
Assuming that approximately 2/3 of the spent fuel by weight arises from PWRs and 1/3 from BWRs,
this translates to about 94,000 PWR assemblies and about 124,000 BWR assemblies. The specific
numbers used in this study are noted in Table 1, which also identifies the fuel by reactor class. This
is important because the characteristics of the fuel in each class, as defined by length, cross section,
and NFAH contained in the fuel affect whether the fuel can be inserted into the casks characterized
in Section IV.

To estimate the amount of NFAH associated with this fuel, Ref. 2 and its backup information
were examined. This led to the assumption that approximately 10 to 15% of the PWR assemblies
(but about 88% of all B&W PWR fuel) will have associated NFAH hardware. With regard to the
BWR assemblies, it was assumed that the channels constituted the primary NFAH and there would
be one channel for each BWR assembly. This did not resolve, however, whether the fuel plus its
associated NFAH would fit in the Initiative I casks as currently designed. This concern was solved



by comparing the dimensions of the fuel plus its NFAH with the (cross-sectional) cell dimensions of
the basket and the length of the cask cavity. In most cases it was determined that PWR fuel with
its associated NFAH, would fit in the Initiative I casks. However, because of the cross-sectional
dimensions of the B 7\~R. fuel assemblies plus their channels and the relatively small cell sizes of the
Initiative I BWR baskets, it was assumed that no BWR fuel (with its channel) would fit into the
Initiative I casks. However, the basket cell size could be enlarged to accept the BWR fuel with
channels with a commensurate drop in cask capacity.

Estimates of the quantities of NFAH that are unlikely to fit in the current Initiative I cask
designs are noted in the third and fifth columns of Table 1 and are based on information in Refe. 1
and 2. plus background information that has been collected by the personnel who maintain the
Characteristics Data Base (as described in Ref. 3).

IV. CASK ASSUMPTIONS

This study assumed that, with two exceptions, only Initiative I casks were used to transfer
spent fuel and/or NFAH to an MRS or repository. The exceptions were an OCRWM Initiative El
cask and a commercial Iow-level-waste cask, both of which were used in special situations and are
discussed below. With regard to the Initiative I design activities, two truck casks are being designed
for DOE by General Atomic (GA); one rail cask is being designed by Babcock & Wilcox (B&W).
The designation and capacities of the Initiative I casks are as follows;*

PWR truck: GA-4, capacity 4 PWR assemblies,

PWR rail: BR-100, capacity 21 PWR assemblies,

BWR truck: GA-9, capacity 9 BWR assemblies, and

BWR rail: BR-100, capacity 52 BWR assemblies.

Because of the problem of very close tolerances between the BWR assemblies with their
channels and the cell sizes of the Initiative I baskets described in Section 4, it is assumed that most
of the BWR fuel assemblies cannot be shipped with their channels in unmodified Initiative I casks.
If the size of the cells in the baskets of both the GA-9 and the BWR-conSgured BR-100 were
increased to handle the BWR fuel plus channels, the modified designs would drop their capacities
as noted below.3

With regard to the PV*R assemblies, this study determined that almost all of those that are
projected to be shipped by rail can be shipped integrally with their NFAH in the BR-100, the
exception being the C-E 16 x 16 fuels. For PWR fuel assemblies that are projected to be shipped
by truck, the B&W 15 x 15, the Westinghouse 17 x 17, and the C-E 14 x 14 cannot be shipped with
their associated NFAH in the GA-4 cask because of length. However, when separated from the fuel,
both the assemblies and the NFAH are short enough to be shipped separately in the GA-4 cask.

'Note that DOE-ID is exploring ways of modifying the Initiative I cask baskets that might
preserve the original capacities for BWR



Reactor
Class

PWR Aeu-mhlim

BW-15
CE-14
CE-16
CE-16S80
WE-14
WE-15
WE-17
Fort Calhoun
Haddam Neck
Indian Point 1
Palisades
St Lucie 2
San Onofre 1
Yankee-Rowe

PWR Assemblies

Shipping Requirements

Rail
Assemblies* NFAH Pieces

in T^itfai iw? I f'-»*fc*

3,507
3386
5,376
4,137
2,479
4.356

30,408
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

in Initiative IQ

0
0

806
496

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Casks

Assemblies'

5,001
4,816

0
0

5,028
8398
8,392
1,094
1414

160
1,285
1,276

835
678

Truck
NFAH Pieces

4,401
482

0
0
0
0

1.259
0
0
0
0

179
0
0

South Texas

Total PWR

BWR Assemblies

BWR/23
BWR/4,5,6
Big Rock Point
Dresden 1
Humboldt Bay
LaCrosse

Total BWR

2352

56,001

m Initiative I Casks

18,282
51,396

0
0
0
0

69,678

0

1,303

18,282
51396

0
0
0
0

69,678

0

38,477

12,560
39,215

604
896
390
333

53,998

0

6320

12460
39,215

0
0
0
0

51,775

"Assemblies include integrated NFAH if it can be shipped integrally in the unmodified
Initiative I casks.



As a result of the dimensional concerns, it was assumed that a new Initiative HI cask would
be developed to ship fuel that might not fit in other casks, such as the long assemblies from the South
Texas reactor. Because of their length, the South Texas reactor fuel will not fit into the Initiative
I casks either with or without integral NFAH. This Initiative IE cask was assumed to weigh 100 tons
but, because it would be longer than the Initiative I rail cask, would only have a capacity of seven
PWR assemblies.

Another cask, one with less shielding than a spent fuel cask and designed to handle low-level
waste, was assumed to be used to ship NFAH only in Case 4; it would carry consolidated NFAH and
would be similar to an existing cask approved by NRC and designed to transport this type of material.
It was assumed to weigh approximately 70,000 ft? empty and have a cavity volume of about 60 ft3.
It should be capable of handling 60 consolidated channels or 60 PWR rod assemblies in one single
sealed canister contained within the cask cavity. With a loaded cask weight of up to 75,000 Ib, the
cask would be transported as an overweight shipment.

V. CASES CONSIDERED

The four cases considered in this study are described below. In none of the cases was it
assumed that DOE would handle BWR control blade assemblies.

Case 1 assumed that all NFAH that could be shipped integrally with the fuel assemblies in
the Initiative I casks would be. Those pieces that could not be shipped integrally would be separated
and shipped uncompacted, but canned, in Initiative I casks. There would be no modification to ths
baskets or cavities of the Initiative I casks as identified in the 70% design documents to accommodate
spent fuel (SF) with its NFAH. Initiative III casks were used to ship South Texas fuel only.

Case 2 assumed, as in Case 1, that all NFAH that could be shipped integrally with the fuel
assemblies in the Initiative I casks would be. Those pieces that could not be shipped integrally would
be separated, compacted, canned, and shipped in an Initiative I cask. The cans would be a nominal
9 x 9 in. cross section to allow them to fit into the GA-4 or the BR-100 configured for PWR
assemblies. (A 6 x 6 in. can would not be as efficient in accepting compacted NFAH, particularly
BWR channels.) This case also assumed there would be no modification to the Initiative I casks as
identified in the 70% design documents to accommodate SF with its NFAH. Initiative HI casks were
used to ship South Texas fuel only.

Case 3 assumed, as in Case 2, that all the NFAH that could be shipped integrally with the
fuel assemblies in the Initiative I casks would be, and that those pieces which could not be shipped
integrally would be separated, compacted, canned, and shipped in an Initiative I cask. However, some
of the baskets of the GA-9 and the BR-100 (configured for BWR assemblies) would be reconfigured
to increase the cell size, which would reduce the cask capacity, but would allow BWR fuel with their
channels to be shipped in these modified casks. As noted in Section 6, for this case the capacities
of bath the BWR rail and truck casks would decrease. Initiative III casks were used to ship South
Texas fuel only.

Case 4 assumed, as in Case 2, that all the NFAH that could be shipped integrally with the
fuel assemblies in the Initiative I casks would be. Those pieces that could not be shipped integrally
would be separated, compacted, and canned; however, the NFAH would be shipped in a commercial



cast capable of accepting large quantities of compacted NFAH in one large canister. Such an
arrangement would be both cheaper and more efficient than using a spent fuel cask to transport
NFAH. Initiative HI casks were used to ship South Texas fuel only.

VL NUMBER OF SHIPMENTS

The number of shipments that can be expected from shipping 62,700 MTU of spent fuel was
determined, based on (1) the number of assemblies (either with or without integral NFAH) and the
separated NFAH to be shipped (see Table 1), (2) the casks that are assumed to be used as described
in Section IV, and (3) the four cases described in Section V. These shipments were subdivided by
mode of transport (reactors served by either rail or truck) aad by reactor fuel type. The resulting
information is presented in Table 2. This information, along with an estimated shipping rate of 3,G00
MTU/yr, was also used to determine the number and types of casks to be purchased over the lifetime
of the transport program.

vn. COSTS

Based on transportation cost information given ia the December 1989 version of the
OCRWM Transportation System Data Base (TSDB) along with the information generated in this
study an approximate shipping distances, cycle tune, and the number of shipments required, the total
transportation costs were generated- Truck shipments were made singly, but rail shipments were
made in three-car consists. These costs are for moving 62,700 MTU of spent fuel and NFAH and
are in 1989 dollars. The factors that are part of the total transportation cost include:

Shipping

for rail, the hauling cost, including special train charges; security costs; and at-reactor
inspection costs.

for truck, the hauling cost; second-driver charges; security costs; demurrage charges; and at-
reactar inspection costs.

for NFAH-only shipments, the same shipping charges for rail and truck apply, except the
security cost was removed.

Capital Equipment

It is assumed that a legal weight truck cask will cost S2.0M and that a 100-ton rail cask will
cost S2.5M once the casks have been developed and certified. The overweight truck cask, used to
transfer consolidated NFAH in Case 4, was assumed to cost SIM.



Table 2. Number of Shipments

Rail
PWR

21

BWR

Truck
PWR

BWR

SP
NFAH"

2

SP
NFAH"
Mod. Casks

BR-100

SP
NFAH"

SP
NFAH*
Mod. Casks

GA-9
GA-4

Case 1

967

2

448
448

9,623
1,582

6,086
5,791

Case 2

967

23

448
185

9,623
106

6,086
2,172

Case 3

967

582

9,623
106

144

10,355
235

Case 4

967

448
1,162

9;623
106

6v086
870

Total 24,966 19489 22,014 19,285

^Shipped in unmodiSed Initiative I casks.
bCases 1-3 shipped in Initiative I cask; Case 4 shipped in TN cask.



Canning NFAH

It was assumed that the equipment necessary to remove NFAH from fuel assemblies and
either place it in a can, or consolidate it and place it in a can, is presently available. This
consolidation equipment, or unit, can be brought into a fuel pool, set up and operated on a
temporary basis, and then removed. It is assumed that one unit could service six reactors each year,
would cost about $75K, and would have to be replaced every 5 years. Once set up, the unit could
be operated by two people and could process approximately 1 channel each hour. Each unit would
cost about S10K per year to maintain.

The cans, used tc contain the NFAH, are designed to fit either into a PWR or BWR cask cell
and are assumed to cost $3K each. For the larger canister used to transport NFAH in the overweight
cask discussed in Case 4, a cost of S5K was assumed.

Other Cost Assumptions

Other significant costs, which are not considered in this study but which will affect the overall
economics of spent fuel disposal, include the design and acquisition cost or extra baskets that will
have to be developed to modify the GA-9 and BR-10O casks. In addition, no development costs were
assumed for the (Initiative IE) South Texas spent fuel cask. However, both the capital ($Z5M) and
transportation costs for a 100-ton cask used in that facility were included in the cost tables.

VIEL RESULTS

The total estimated life-cycle transportation costs developed in this study are summarized in
Table 3. These costs were determined by adding, for each case, the transportation charges, the
appropriate rail and truck capital costs (for the casks), and the cost of canning the NFAH. Not
considered were fuel loading and associated costs at the reactor facility.

TX. CONCLUSIONS

Although the fuel loading costs at the reactor were ignored, the information in Table 3
indicates that Case 1 is the highest cost option, primarily because of the inefficiencies in shipping the
uncompacted NFAH. This option utilizes the largest number of both rail and truck casks and has
the largest transportation costs. It also has the highest cost for processing NFAH stemming from the
large number of cans required to handle uncampacted BWR channels- Even though this case may
be useful to provide a cost benchmark, it is clearly impractical.

Even tfcuvigh the results of the last three cases did not differ much, the lowest cost for the
options considered was determined to be Case 4. This results from the efficiency of compacting
NFAH as well as the use of a (more efficient) cask that is designed to ship NFAH rather than
shipping the NFAH in Initiative I casks (as was assumed for the other three cases).



Table 3. Total Estimated life-Cycle Transportation
(Millions of dollars)

Destination Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

E-MRS $1,143 $714 $671 $613

W-Rep 1,696 1,188 1,174 1,051



Case 3 costs are intermediate between those of Cases 2 and 4. While Case 3 assumes that
all BWR channels can be shipped integrally by increasing the basket cell size of the Initiative I casks,
some PWR NFAH still has to be separated from its fuel, canned and shipped. However, because the
cell size of the BWR baskets was increased in order to accommodate the channels, both rail and truck
cask capacities decreased; this, in turn, increased the BWR shipping costs for this case.

Considering the accuracy of the input costs and assumptions used in this study, there appears
to be little difference between the results of Cases 3 and 4, with Case 2 running a close third. This
implies that there should not be a significant cost penalty if NFAH is either handled as integral with
fuel (even if Initiative I casks have to be modified to accept it), or removed from the fuel, compacted,
and shipped in casks designed for that purpose.
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